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Hours and Schedule 

298 Chestnut Street 
 
 

Decorator Showcase 2016 

Thursday, January 28  Designer Day (10:00 am – 2:00 pm) 

Wednesday, April 27  Press Day (9:00 am – 12 noon) 

Thursday, April 28  Sponsors’ Preview Gala (6:00 pm - 9:00 pm) 

Friday, April 29   Showcase Opening Night Party (6:00 pm – 8:30 pm) 

Saturday, April 30  Showcase House Opening 

Monday, May 30  Final Day of Showcase 

Sunday, May 8   Mother’s Day 

 

General Hours for Showcase 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday:  10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.* 

Friday: 10:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.*  (May 20, Alumni Night) 

Sunday and Memorial Day:  11:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.* 

*Last entry 

Closed on Mondays except for Memorial Day 
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Docent Info, Responsibilities and Procedures 

298 Chestnut Street 

General Information 

x The house is located at 298 Chestnut Street (at Grant Avenue on Telegraph Hill). 
x When you arrive at the house, please report to the Volunteer Room.  Please enter via the Volunteer Entry 

Door, not the main entrance.  Walk to the right side of the house and up the driveway towards the 
garage/silent auction space. Turn left at the rear of the house and enter the first door on the left. 
Immediately turn right down the few stairs and immediately turn left.  Walk straight ahead to the 
Volunteer Room. 

x Dress to be comfortable and presentable- you will be on your feet for several hours. 
x Parking is extremely limited in hours and locations and we encourage you to use public transportation. 

Check-In and Rotation Procedures 

x On the day of your shift please arrive early to allow time for parking.  It is important that you arrive on 
time for your shift. 

x Locate and wear your nametag, sign-in next to your name and secure your valuables. 
x Sign-out a docent binder to carry with you during your shift. 
x The House Manager or Docent Chair will assign you a laminated docent rotation schedule slip. 
x Begin at your first station and rotate approximately every half hour. 
x Please cover your full area in order to interact with as many visitors as possible. 
x If a designer is present, direct visitors to the designer and position yourself in the other rooms within your 

station. 
x At the completion of your shift, please do not leave your station until the incoming docent has arrived or 

when the house manager announces that the house is closing for the day. 
x Please return your docent binder and laminated docent rotation schedule slip, and name tag to the 

appropriate area in the volunteer room. 

Tips on Answering Questions and Interacting with Visitors 

x Don’t hesitate to thank the visitors for coming to the Showcase home. 
x Look through the docent binder and provide one interesting fact about a room or the house. Share your 

knowledge about the design elements in the house and make everyone feel welcome and appreciated.  
x If you can’t readily find the answer to a design question, suggest that the guest contact the designer 

directly.  The designer’s contact information is found on each designer’s room page, in the Showcase 
program book and frequently business cards are located in each design space. 

x Please be polite in enforcing the “Please Don’t Touch and Please Don’t Sit on the Furniture “ rule. 
Usually, giving the guests a gentle reminder, such as the fact that thousands of visitors will be coming 
through the house or that the fabric, furniture and art belong to the designers, are all that it takes.  

x If problems arise during your shift, contact either the House Manager at the house, Jenny Bittner- 
Showcase Director, Sandra Eggers- Showcase Manager and Volunteer Supervisor or Maria Hekker and 
Liz Villegas – Showcase Co-Chairs.  

Finding a Replacement 

x If you are unable to fulfill a shift commitment, please try to find a replacement. Please phone or email 
Carolyn Kominowski with your replacement’s name, email and phone number and exact day and shift 
they will be covering. Please communicate with Carolyn as to any problems you are having finding a 
replacement and she will assist you as needed.  
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Docent Co-Chairs Contact Information 
To make changes, please call: 

Carolyn Kominowski       

cbyck@mba1992.hbs.edu     

(415) 269-1089      

The additional Docent Co-Chairs on the 2016 Showcase Team are: 

x Cinta Loscertales-Telfer, Lead Chair 
x Jeanette Blanks 
x Marguerite Clark 
x Paul Cooper 
x Maluri Fernandez 
x Margot Golding 
x Carolyn Kominowski 
x Kristy Leffers 
x Galina Miloslavsky 
x Cindy Weil 

 
  

mailto:cbyck@mba1992.hbs.edu
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Frequently Asked Questions 

298 Chestnut Street 

Are there public restrooms? 

Public restrooms are located on Chestnut Street in front of the house. 

Who owns the house now? 
A Norwegian investment company owns the property.  The house will be put on the market for sale at the end of 
Showcase. 

Who pays for the construction? 

The owner pays for the architectural changes and provides budgets for permanent installations. This year, the 
owner wanted a new modern look and made several structural changes that enhanced the views and opened 
important spaces, and installed cutting-edge lighting and audiovisual technology. 

Who pays for the fixtures, curtains, painting & the furnishings?  
The designers and their suppliers pay for the rooms they design.  If the owners decide they would like to purchase 
anything that is here at the end of the Showcase, they negotiate with the designers.  This is true even for the pieces 
that are custom-designed for the Showcase.  

How big is the house?    
The interior space is 6,000+ square feet and sits on a 9,000+ square foot lot. 

Why aren't we allowed to take pictures? 

We are responsible for protecting the designs, which are the intellectual property of our designers. If the designer 
is present, please ask permission before taking photographs. Only cell phones may be used to take photos and 
only for personal use.  Any use of photographs of any room or design area commercially is prohibited without 
prior express approval of the Showcase. All professional/commercial photographs of the home are controlled by 
Showcase. 

What do you do with the money raised at the showcase? 
All the money we raise funds the financial aid program at University High School which allows qualified students 
to attend regardless of their financial situation.    

Approximately 21% of the current student body receives some financial aid.  Now in its 39th year, Showcase has 
raised more than $14 million dollars to help qualified students attend University High School. 
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House Flow for Guests, History & Floor Plans 

298 Chestnut Street 
 
 

x Enter through the front gate, up the steps to the front terrace and through the front door into the Entry 
Foyer.  Be directed to the left, where you’ll view the Living Room.  

 
x Now move into the Dining Room, Lounge and into the Kitchen. 

 
x Continue through the Kitchen to the Main Floor Vestibule. 

 
x Continue into the Powder Room and then Study.  Make your way back in to view the Main Floor 

Vestibule and exit back into the Entry Foyer. 
 

x Follow the main staircase to the second floor and view the Smoll’s Room Redux straight ahead and into 
the Dressing Room & Bath. Exit Smoll’s Room Redux and back on to the second floor landing to view 
the Upstairs Study, Loft Bar, and 2nd floor landing wall Photography-Artful Passage. Then make a left 
up the 4 stairs to the Cloud Terrace and take in the view. Return inside and tour the Master Bedroom & 
Bathroom Suite.  

 
x Make your way back down the stairs and into the Entry Foyer and Main Floor Vestibule. Head down 

the back stairs and hang a right into the Mezzanine Level to the Sitting Room.   
 

x Continue down the hall to the Mezzanine Hall and immediate left to view Year of the Monkey, 
Mezzanine Bath, followed by The Mom’s Cave and Two Bedheads Are Better Than One. 
 

x Once you make your way back through the Mezzanine Level, make a right and head down stairs to the 
lower level. 

 
x Once on the lower level, view the Powder Room on your left and continue to the Garden Room.  

 
x Then you exit the Garden Room and view the Courtyard Gallery Garden and make your way up the 3 

stairs and left into Silent Auction. 
 

x Take your time in Silent Auction and exit down the driveway. 
 

x Exit 
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THE DEMARTINI MYSTERY HOUSE 
T H E  H I S TO R Y  O F  2 9 8  C H E S T N U T  S T R E E T

For head-scratching opacity and enigmatic knottiness, 
San Jose’s Winchester Mystery House has nothing on San 
Francisco’s Villa de Martini, which sits, regally, on Chestnut 
Street near the top of Telegraph Hill. While we may never truly 
understand what demons drove Sarah Winchester to persist 
with her 38-year building project, we do know for certain that 
she was the builder of the 160-room South Bay attraction. We 
also know the source of her bottomless building fund—the 
Winchester Repeating Arms Company.

But what about the three-story house on the northeast corner of 
Chestnut and Grant? It seems to have been built as much with 
question marks as with concrete, brick, and redwood beams. 
The original owner was Louis Demartini. Who was he? Where 
did someone who was listed variously in the public records 
as a laborer, cigar store bookkeeper, property manager, and 
phonograph salesman get the money to build a mansion just as 
the Great Depression was eviscerating the American economy? 
And who designed the 6,119-square-foot Italian Renaissance 
house? And just what do those interlocking cocktail glasses 
at the entrance really mean?

Fortunately, the house itself proves much less puzzling than the 
architectural schizophrenia of Sarah Winchester’s Victorian 
sprawl. There are no windows opening onto walls, no staircases 
rising to the ceilings. In the virtual shadow of Coit Tower, the 
Chestnut Street house is straightforward, with elegant gardens, 
spacious communal rooms, and unobstructed views of Alcatraz, 
Treasure Island, the Bay Bridge’s eastern span, the Golden Gate 
Bridge, and the Marina.

The home has three floors—or, as the original building 
permit has it, two floors and a basement. But even this point 
is cloudy because there’s a fourth floor, a mezzanine of sorts, 
between the main floor and the bottom floor. Today, it has 
three bedrooms, three full bathrooms, and two half baths. 
The lot stretches 75 feet along Chestnut and runs 122½ feet 
deep. The home, built for a reported $30,000, is one of the 
first in San Francisco to have outer walls made of reinforced 
concrete (1 part cement, 2 parts sand, 4 parts broken stone, 
according to a delightful detail in the building permit).

The top floor features two bedrooms, each with floor-to-ceiling 
French doors that open to a balcony. The main floor includes 
a formal living room and dining room, as well as the kitchen. 
The entrance hallway has a coffered ceiling and leads to a 
curving grand staircase. The mezzanine level has a sitting 
room, bedroom, and bathroom.

The bottom floor includes an extensive wine cellar with spaces 
for more than 1,000 bottles. It once featured a banquet hall, 
which has become a more informal living room that opens onto 
the back garden. A two-car detached garage nearby has been 
updated with an electric car-charging station. The European-
style gardens blend lemon and olive trees with rose bushes and 
travertine walkways and patios. The exterior of the house is 
decorated with marble friezes done by the Florentine sculptor 
Aristede Pirelli and with glazed terracotta rondels, sometimes 
referred to as della Robbias. Until recently, the home also 
had two large mosaics—one of St. Francis (inside, near the 
front door), one of an unclad man (outside, above the formal 
entryway)—done by the modernist sculptor Elio Benvenuto. 
These mosaics probably dated to the 1950s; the exterior one 
was noted in a survey of the house done in 1959. 

So, who gets the credit for this asymmetrical wonder? Was it 
Paul F. Demartini, a San Francisco architect for many decades, 
who was listed on the building permit pulled in March of 1929, 
and who may or may not have been related to owner Louis 
Demartini? Or was it Peter (originally Pietro) D. Canali, an 
Italian immigrant who claimed to the State Architectural 
Licensing Board that he designed the house and oversaw its 
construction from 1930 to 1932? 

One piece of circumstantial evidence suggests that Peter was 
not trying to rob Paul of credit for the house. In 1964, Canali 
applied for an architectural license with the State Board 
of Architectural Examiners. He listed fourteen California 
architects as references, including Edmund P. Demartini, who 
was the oldest of Paul’s four children and who designed the 
solarium that was added to the top floor in the 1950s (and 
removed about a decade ago). 
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Canali was born in Brescia, Italy, in 1898 and graduated 
from the Architectural School of the Fine Arts Academy of 
Bologna in July 1919. (He also did postgraduate work at the 
École de Nancy in northeastern France.) He and his wife, 
Laura, immigrated to the United States in the fall of 1924. 
That January, Canali began work as a draftsman for the San 
Francisco firm of Ashley & Evers. 

In the early 1930s, Canali designed a succession of significant 
homes in the Marina, as well as the Deco-influenced building 
at 627 Vallejo that housed Rossi’s Market for many decades. 
Canali also collaborated on the design of the Italian pavilion 
for the Golden Gate International Exposition held on Treasure 
Island in 1939 and 1940. He oversaw the construction of 
that project, which included a modern, curving portico with 
marble columns and floors and a 115-foot-high tower decorated 
with enormous block letters that heralded the country’s most 
prominent cities and regions. 

Despite his impeccable European education and training and 
his many Bay Area commissions, Canali operated without an 
architectural license from the State of California. He applied 
for one twice in the early 1930s and again in 1964. His lack 
of a license haunted Canali. “I have to confess that I always 
have felt a great sense of inferiority having to work without a 
Certificate,” he wrote the board of examiners in 1964. “Many 
times I [have] been embarrassed [about not having it].”

In 1985, California Governor George Deukmejian signed 
legislation that empowered the Board of Architectural 
Examiners to grant architect licenses to registered building 
designers. The board sent Canali notice of this change, inviting 
him to apply for the license that had long eluded him. 

Unfortunately, Canali had died 16 years earlier, in September 
of 1969.

And so finally what do we know of Canali’s client, the man 
who purchased lots 8 and 9 at the corner of Chestnut and 
Grant in 1928 from Frank McGlynn? 

When Louis Demartini died in December of 1971, this was 
the entirety of his death notice in the San Francisco Chronicle : 

“Beloved husband of Josephine Demartini; loving uncle of Ada 
Richards; a native of San Francisco. Private funeral services 
and entombment took place Friday, December 3 at the Italian 
Cemetery [in Colma].” He didn’t leave many breadcrumbs on 
the trail of his life.

But he left a few. De Martini was born in February of 1886, the 
eldest of three children born to Antonio and Rosa Demartini 
in San Francisco. He attended school until 8th grade and 
then started what appear to be a series of unremarkable jobs: 
bookkeeper for a cigar store, laborer, property manager, and 
salesman at a store that sold musical merchandise. In 1913, he 

married Giuseppina “Josephine” Flori, who had immigrated 
to the United States the year before from Italy. They had one 
child, Antonio, who was born in November of 1913 and who 
died in 1916 at age 2½. 

But there are some clues as to how someone with such 
an unremarkable résumé could build such a remarkable 
home. First, his draft registration card for World War I says 
Demartini was employed as a property manager . . . for his 
father. Second, a local historian remembers going to a real 
estate reception at 298 Chestnut and recalls, “The poet 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti was there too. He went because Louis 
Demartini had been his landlord.”

When trying to unravel Demartini’s finances, the smoking gun 
is his father’s will, which was drawn up in 1912 and executed 
after Antonio’s death in October of 1918. An Italian immigrant, 
Antonio had a half interest in five buildings around the City—
mostly on or near Union Street—and a quarter interest in one 
other. He also had a half interest in two undeveloped parcels, as 
well as stock in a number of banks, including A.P. Giannini’s 
fledgling Bank of Italy. 

So what if anything else do we know about Louis? He had 
brown hair, a ruddy complexion, and either brown eyes or 
gray eyes, depending on which of his two draft registration 
cards you want to believe. He was of medium build and either 
5-foot-8 or 5-foot-9½, again, depending on which draft card 
you rely on. 

Perhaps he was a bit of 
a dreamer, going off 
for four or five years 
in the 1920s, after 
his father’s death, 
to sell newfangled 
p h o n o g r a p h s  a t 
F. D. Piccirilli & Co. 
on Stockton Street. 
It also seems possible 
he was a bon vivant, 
with a sly sense of humor. That would explain the mosaic of 
interlocking cocktail glasses at the foot of the exterior stairs 
to 298 Chestnut. Here are two martini glasses, linked by a 
block M, welcoming you to the Villa de Martini.

– Bruce Anderson

Bruce Anderson, the father of Claire, class of 2018, is a former 
editor at Sunset, VIA, and Stanford. He has written for 
Smithsonian, Sports Illustrated, GQ, and Time.

A special thanks to David Parry for his information on 
Peter D. Canali. For more on Canali and other Northern 
California architects, visit www.classicSFproperties.com.

What is the significance of the 
cocktail glasses with the block M?
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The Sea is Rising - 1 

Lower Terrace – Living Green – Davis Dalbok 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

Visitors may contact the designer for more information about this space. 
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Upper Terrace - 2 

BaDesign – Jennifer Ivanovich and Branden Adams 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

As the front entrance to the house, with a spectacular view of the bay from the patio, the upper terrace offered a 
discrete setting to greet guests coming to the Showcase. We saw an opportunity to pare down the existing (and 
rather tired) palette to something more simple: mature olive trees, limestone paving and deep green perimeter 
planting.  Then we could selectively add elements that would enhance the graceful form of the olives, play off the 
subtle texture of the limestone, complement the angled pathway and add light to the space.  The resulting space is 
modern, formal and textured with details.      

Talking points 
1. Angular/ faceted forms inspired by mosaics found on the property.     

2. Cabbage plants provide a strong graphic quality and add utility to the garden. 

3. Redwood ring inspired by the shells of trees left behind from fires in old-growth forests around the bay.  

Walls  N/A 

Floors N/A 

Windows Treatment  N/A 

Light Fixtures N/A: Existing 

Furniture  

x Planters are custom-designed and built by BaDesign.  Entry planters are powder-coated aluminum.  
Planters along the walkway are charred redwood. 

Art   

x Redwood ring 
x Artist:  Branden Adams 

Are any items in your room for sale?  
 Planters and Redwood Ring can be purchased through BaDesign.   

Other  

Plants--the addition of masses of Westringia (drought tolerant) and a mix of edible cabbages make the majority of 
the new planting. The lawn was replaced by Dymondia (drought tolerant).  Existing hedge of bay was preserved, 
pruned and shaped.  A line of Euphorbia Glacier Blue was added at the foot of the bay hedge, adding a bright 
element to the otherwise shady area.  
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Made in California - 3 

Foyer – Bonhams, Christine Skinner 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

We wanted to honor the importance of Bay Area artists. On exhibit, are museum quality art works by Charles 
Howard, who occupies an important position in the artistic milieu of the Bay Area in the 1930’s and 40’s. The 
works incorporate bold colors and forms that illustrate the artist’s distinctive mixture of architectonic and 
biomorphic styles. The medium is gouache on paper.  

Talking points 

1. Artist Charles Howard – California’s first surrealist painter to gain international fame 

2. He was a WPA (Works Progress Administration) artist who created murals for Alameda Naval Station – a 
nod to the WPA murals housed in Coit Tower 

3. His father was architect John Galen Howard who designed UC Berkeley 

Art  

x Artist:  Charles Howard 
x Provenance:  Private Collection 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x All works will go on the auction block in our upcoming Made in California: Contemporary Art sale. 
x For more info visit www.bonhams.com 

Other 

x This is the first time a major international auction house has participated in SF Showcase 
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Foyer Before 
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Living Room - 4 

Antonio Martins Interior Design Inc. 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room  

The point of departure for the living room is the renovation and expansion of SFMOMA, a symbol of the new 
energy and creativity of San Francisco. For the 2016 showcase, Martins will celebrate both this exciting and 
anticipated event and the twenty-first century vitality of our city.  

SFMOMA’s renovation and building expansion has already created quite a buzz in San Francisco. It was designed 
by Snøhetta who described their goals as follows: “ Our goals were to provide the curators with clean, uncluttered 
galleries that feel intimate in scale and right for the artworks, to establish new physical connections to the city that 
will foster social interaction…even while offering a new image that reflects the Bay Area’s natural setting.”  
Following this theme, white plastered walls, bleached floors and white linen draperies will be used to create a 
gallery-like setting in the present living room. Cutting edge contemporary furniture, the latest technology for 
which our city is known and museum quality art will combine to create an arresting environment.  It is intended 
that each object will be selected for its intrinsic artistic worth and forward-looking quality, but with a view to 
creating a harmonious whole. 

As homage to Richard Serra (whose colossal sculpture Sequence (2006) will be exhibited in the SFMOMA 
addition), on each side of the fireplace will hang monumental Sumi ink black and white drawings. Carrying out 
the museum theme, colorful works in the style of Donald Judd (who is represented in the museum’s collection) 
will add a strong color contrast. 

Talking points  

1. Artwork by John Mayberry  

2. Lacquered walls by Willem Racke  

3. Vola Chandelier by Fuse Lighting  

Walls   

x Custom Lacquered walls by Willem Racke  

Floors   

x Custom colored floors by California Carpets  

Windows Treatment   

x Fabric by Sandra Jordan Alpaca, Color French Vanilla  
x Manufactured by Dianne Kirchner  

Light Fixtures   

x Central Chandelier – Vola by Fuse Lighting available at Hewn Showroom  
x Side sconces  - Set sconces by Vibia available at Nido Living  

Furniture  

x Sofa – Custom by Coup D’etat  
x Coffee table – Coup d’etat  
x Chair – Scala Luxury – Coup d’etat  
x Consoles – Designed by Antonio Martins ID  
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Art   

x Artist:  John Mayberry  
x Provenance: Artist Collection  

Are any items in your room for sale?    

x All items for sale.  Please contact designer.  
 

 
Living Room Before 
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Kitchen, Lounge and Dining Room - 5 

Martin Korbus Home 

Design Inspiration  

I was inspired to design these 3 areas of the house by the thought of a world traveling modern family who has 
homes around the world, and this is their San Francisco base. Since all threes paces flow and intermingle we kept 
a continuity of color and tone. Layers of texture create interest and a tactile experience. A neutral palette of soft 
grays, whites, and walnut is relaxing and inviting.  

Talking Points  

1. The over sized and large scale still life image is a nod to my Dutch heritage. The image is screen printed 
onto the citrus nylon mesh bag material.  

2. The artists who created pieces for the room: Chicago Based Christopher Gentner made the coffee table, 
the ribbon stools, the whiskey presenter, oil decanters, sconces, and coasters. San Francisco based John 
Liston created the charred wood console, the Halo chandelier, and the cast glass stools. 

3. The kitchen surfaces: NEOLITH porcelain island and counters, are stain/soil resistant, scratch resistant 
and heat/cold resistant. The Kohler sink is also stain/soil resistant and scratch resistant.  

4. The “walnut” finish on the island counter is a resin composite.  

Walls  

x Paint Color: Benjamin Moore - Ivory White #925  
x Wall Covering: Donghia Elitis - Eldorado Atelier D’Artiste - vinyl on a paper base  

Floors  

x Hardwood Floors are from Du Chateau - Driftwood Grey planks laid out in a herringbone pattern. Custom 
stain for Martin Kobus.  

x The 100% wool carpet is from the Crescent Collection Panama line in the color Willow. Fabrication done 
by Haute Flooring.  

Window Coverings  

x The drapes in the Dining Room are double tack pleat with a contrast navy lining to echo the dining chairs. 
They also have a portier leading edge detail. The fabric is from Stroheim.The sheers fabric is from 
Coraggio. The drapery hardware is from Vesta.  

x The back slat roman shades in the family room are of the same sheer fabric from Coraggio  
x All made by Martin Kobus workroom.  

Light Fixtures  

x The Halo Pendant hangs above the dining table. Cast glass ring inside solid brass hanging device is lit 
with LED strip. Designer: John Liston represented by Coup D’Etat. 

x On the dining room wall hang two Double Pivot sconces in tarnished brass by designer Christopher 
Genter represented by Coup D’Etat. 

x The standing Muse Floor Lamp made of oil rubbed bronze with a hand-cut angled base is designed by Zia 
Priven and represented by Sloan Miyasato. 

x Two Summit Pendants with a dark bronze exterior and bright polished bronze interior are by Holly Hunt 
represented by Kneedler Fauchere.  

Dining Room Furniture  

x Martin Kobus custom designed oval dining room table in white oak with four angled square legs made by 
Bausman & Company.  
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x The Elorie dining room chair by West Elm has an exposed walnut wood frame and is upholstered in 
reclaimed canvas sourced from old army tents. Each chair was designed to be one of a kind with features 
such as a polished wood back and an open cutout that gives it asophisticated, subtly retro look.  

x The Charred Wood Cabinet with a blackened steel base is designed by John Liston, represented by Coup 
D’Etat.  

x Three Ribbon Stools in brass are designed by Christopher Gentner, represented by CoupD’Etat.  

Lounge Furniture  

x Martin Kobus custom designed sectional sofa made by Stoich Designs Custom pillows made with 
Fortuny fabrics represented by Sloan Miyasato. Custom pillows made with Mark Alexander fabric, 
represented by DeSousa Hughes.  

x Tansen lounge chair with rattan frame and caning in grey linen from McGuire Furniture. 
x Forma accent tables in satin brass with a brown antique top from Donghia.  
x Custom Dischi cocktail table with brass discs on darkened steel rods and bottom plate designed 
x by Christopher Gentner represented by Coup D’Etat.  

Kitchen Finishes  

x Kitchen cabinets in Metro Classic Ash Tabac by The Cutting Edge Kitchen counters are Neolith Arctic. 
White. Island counter is Neolith Estatuario. All fabrication and installation by Northbay Stone Works.  

x Floating walnut wood counter on island made by Chris Tomasi.  
x Kitchen Appliances from LG Studio.  
x Kohler Cairn undermount single bowl sink in matte brown from Ferguson.  
x Kohner Karbon Articulating Faucet in bronze finish.  
x Best -Cirrus Hood for island cooktop from Ferguson.  
x Wine Captain 3000 series wine refrigerator from Purcell Murray.  
x Dark Grey Glass and Dark Mirror Glass from California Shower Door.  
x Brass Architect Stools in brushed brass with cast glass seat designed by John Liston 
x represented by Coup D’Etat Christopher Gentner designed Oil Decanters in brass Christopher Gentner. 

Metal Coasters in dark finish Christopher Gentner Whiskey Presenter Kitchen items to be confirmed - 
sourced by Williams Sonoma and Hudson Grace ART.  

x Art piece above console in dining room is from Elitis represented by Donghia. The pattern is  
Nymphe - screen print on nylon mesh material.  

x Collection of three black Hana vases by Elan Atelier represented by Coup D’Etat.  
x Two Hudson mirrors in alder wood with bronze mounts is from Coup D’Etat.  
x Rose Selenite on a polished nickel base is from Sloan Miyasato.  
x Framed photograph in Lounge titled Chamber Noir is by spanish artist, Antonio Mora.  

All Items Are For Sale  
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Kitchen Before 
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Teal Transitions - 6 

Main Floor Vestibule – Cynthia Spence Design 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

I wanted to bring the colors of the ocean into the hallway to tie it in to the unbelievable views outside. The colors 
I have selected can only be found in (deep) waters.  

Talking points 

1. Love to play with the mix of matte and shine, rough vs. refined, feminine vs. masculine. 

2. The textures of the wall treatments/fabric play to the varying depths of tone found only in water. 

3. Even though sections are treated separately, they compliment each other so as to unify the space.  

Walls  

x Paint color, name & manufacturer: Benjamin Moore High Gloss (Advanced) custom color. 
x Wallpaper, type, name & manufacturer: Custom wall covering by Elan Evans. 
x Other wall treatment: Cotton Velvet by Holly Hunt. 

Ceiling 

x Liquid Tin Faux Bois Ceiling Treatment by Elan Evans.  

Floors  

x Rug, type & manufacturer: Stark Kamali jute in birch. 

Windows Treatment  

Light Fixtures  

x Both are Paul Ferrante from HEWN — the sunburst is 2126 Il sole and the pendant is 2162 Pia. 

Furniture 

x Paul Ferrante mirror 5020 Marcel with antique mirror. 

Art  

x Artist: Guy Diehl, Mask 2006 
x In niche: Oil paintings by Lisa Russell 

All artwork is provided by Dolby Chadwick Gallery 

Other 

Custom designed architectural grille with Paul Ferrante silk. This piece was framed by The Phoenix Gallery and 
hangs over the electrical panel. 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

The artwork, light fixtures and mirror are for sale.  
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Powder Room – 7 

Martin Group – Elizabeth Martin 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

The window at the back of the room is the jumping off point for the inspiration of this room and our design. This 
small portal inspired us to think about light and how we see in the world. We wanted the design to be sleek and 
contemporary while also considering the setting of this 1920’s Mediterranean villa. Economy of scale needed to 
be considered in this is a small space and so we created one structure which encompasses the sink, vanity and 
“pony wall”.  The wall is meant to create separation between washing and the toilet at the back of the room. We 
create the illusion of continued space, by placing a floor to ceiling mirror at the back elevation this also reflects 
back any natural light in the room.  The materials chosen echo both classical and contemporary vernaculars with 
the custom slab Italian Calcutta Macchia Vecchia sink and nickel of the faucet and sconces.  

Talking points 
1. Dark colors: We purposely chose dark colors for this room for the drama factor and to punctuate the idea 

of lightness and darkness. When we bring in light colors against the dark those light colors have far more 
meaning. Dark colors in small spaces counter-intuitively make to spaces appear larger than smaller. 

2. Materials and lighting: The Italian Calcutta Macchia Vecchia marble used at the sink is reminiscent of 
marble typical of a 1920’s Mediterranean villa though used in a modern way. We introduce a brushed 
nickel faucet and stainless steel back splash as well as polished nickel sconces as a clear departure from 
the past into the contemporary vernacular. The modern single exposed bulb fixture at the vanity tips its 
hat to the exposed bulb vanities of the 1920’s and 1930’s.  

3. Mural: The drama, or “wink” in the room is seen quite literally on the ceiling with a photo realistic eye 
watching over us. This sends home our concept of light and how we see...and within this bathroom, one 
never feels alone. :) 

Walls  
x Paint Color: Manufacturer: C2, “Andromeda” 
x Wallpaper: Manufacturer, Phillip Jeffries, Max’s Metallic Raffia  

Floors  

x Tile: DaVinci Marble, Ceramic tile AV Blue stone Vermont Black, Honed 12 x 24”  

Vanity 
x Vanity: Custom Design: Martin Group: Wood type- Fumed Eucalyptus  
x Vanity Marble: DaVinci Marble, Calcutta Macchia Vecchia 

Light Fixtures  

x The Urban Electric Company, “Marin”, Polished Nickel and Walnut  

Art  
x Mural concept: Martin Group 
x Artist: Linda Horning 

Other 
x Hardware/Faucet: Dornbracht 
x Toilet: Duravit, Stark 3  

Are any items in your room for sale?  

Most of the accessories and the mural on the ceiling are for sale. 
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Study – 8 

Stephan Jones Interiors 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room: 

Visitors may contact the designer for more information about this space. 
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Stairs to Upper Level - 9 

Diane Rosenblum 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

There’s nothing more glamorous than the contemporary art scene—from art fairs to top auctions in New York, 
London and Beijing the energy is electric.  My series A Measure of Art brings this excitement into graphically 
vibrant original works.  I’m delighted to position a piece charting Gerhard Richter’s sales above the staircase, 
where a rise to the second floor reflects his rising market.  Colors indicate price – green, “go;” blue, “cool, more 
money,” and orange/red, “hot, hot, hot.”  

Talking points 
1. This artwork connects Decorator Showcase to the excitement of the reopening of SFMOMA, through 

Rosenblum’s Gerhard Richter, as the museum has a new gallery devoted to this German artist associated 
with undermining the expectation that an artist must work in one cohesive style. 

2. Rosenblum comments with verve and wit on the art auction market, incorporating what could be dry 
auction data into a beautiful, sophisticated and original appropriation.  Her artwork looks like a Richter, 
but in wiring data through the image, she creates a vibrant new work that updates Richter’s art and brings 
it contact with the auction markets. 

3. Rosenblum is a brave and witty artist. It takes courage to appropriate the work of major contemporary 
artists and make it her own.  Roseblum notes that she began to develop this independence and brio as a 
student at University High School. 

Walls  

Floors  

Windows Treatment  

Light Fixtures  

Furniture 

Art  
x Artist:  Diane Rosenblum 
x Provenance: the artist 

Are any items in your room for sale?  
The artwork is for sale.  It is first in an edition of 3.  Please contact the artist or one of her galleries for further 
information. 

Other 
The use of a color chart in the image plays off interior design practice. For instance: 

x The color grid takes inspiration from the mosaic and tile in the house,  
x The artwork is rooted in the grid format, which is a compositional element of Mediterranean design. 
x The range of colors in the work integrate the various colors the designers are using in the house. 
x Colors speak to the many hues in the landscape/cityscape seen from the windows of the house.  
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Smoll’s Room Redux (Front Bedroom) - 10 

Ann Lowengart Interiors 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 
Inspired by Annie’s sister’s childhood bedroom, Smoll’s Room Redux presents a chic take on a classic color 
combination. Reimagined with today’s girl in mind, this hip, Bohemian space—envisioned in pink and orange—
captures the joy of girlhood. Playful patterns, organic artwork, and unexpected accent colors honor Smoll’s 
incredible joie de vivre. This warm, inviting bedroom is perfect for the little girl who will one day live out her 
dreams as a strong, sophisticated woman.  

Talking points 
1. Robert Allen – All of the fabric in this space is from Robert Allen Design. For more than 75 years, Robert 

Allen has been serving the residential and hospitality design community by offering premium fabrics, 
luxurious furnishings and ground-breaking design services that are relevant and timeless.  

2. Chairish and Revitaliste – Ann Lowengart Interiors discovered the chair, nightstand, side table, 
headboards and fur rug on Chairish. Chairish.com is the online destination for design lovers to buy and 
sell vintage and pre-loved furnishings, décor, jewelry and accessories. Ann Lowengart Interiors 
collaborated with Revitaliste to transform the chair, headboard, and side table. Established by Amy 
Frederickson, Revitaliste is an end-to-end, streamlined service that makes refurbishing unique, vintage 
and pre-owned furnishings an enjoyable, frustration-free process.  

3. Simon Breitbart Fine Arts – All of the artwork in this space was provided by Simon Breitbart Fine Arts. 
Simon Breitbart Fine Arts is a private gallery and art consulting firm providing a unique, service-oriented 
experience for clients who want to acquire fine art. Established in 2007, SBFA blends traditional gallery-
artist representation with in-home art consulting, specializing in contemporary fire art ranging from 
established artists to new, emerging talent.   

Walls  

x Paint color, name & manufacturer: C2 Custom Color 
x Wallpaper, type, name & manufacturer: Nobilis from Kneedler-Fauchère   

Ceiling 

x Ceiling treatment: Cuben Wallpaper from Flavor Paper 

Floors  

x Carpet, name & manufacturer: Madeline Weinrib, silk blend 
x Rug, type & manufacturer: Sheepskin rug, Chairish 
x Hardwood floor, type & stain color: N/A (used existing flooring) 
x Other:  

Windows Treatment  

x Type of treatment & manufacturer: Drapes and a roman curtain, made by Revitaliste 
x Drapery fabric, color & manufacturer: Cartier in Fuchsia, Open Plain in Spring Grass, and Beacon Hill 

Cheetah Velvet in Emerald, all from Robert Allen Design 
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Light Fixtures  

x Custom Quintus table lamp 
x Aesthetic Décor Floor lamp (from Hewn)  
x Chandelier TBD 

Furniture 

x Quintus walnut dresser  
x White hide benches from Anthem  
x Chair (upholstered in Robert Allen Alpenglow in Lacquer Red), nightstand (covered in Osborne & Little 

wallpaper), side table, and headboards (upholstered in Robert Allen Fine Chenille in Saffron and Quick 
Flash in Fuchsia) from Chairish 

Bedding & Pillows  

x Bolster fabric: Robert Allen Smooth Move in Fuchsia  
x Serena & Lily Bedding  
x Accent pillow fabric: Dwell Studio for Robert Allen Malakos in Malachite 
x Accent pillow trim: Robert Allen jeweled cord in billiard green trim  
x Bedskirt fabric: Robert Allen Tie Dye Stripe in Fuchsia  

All soft goods created by Revitaliste  

Art  

x Donut Paintings (2) 
x Artist: Terry Romero Paul  
x Medium: Oil Paint 
x Dimensions: 36 x 36  
x Price: $2,800 

Sculpture 

x Artist: Jeremy Holmes 
x Title: Trace 
x Medium: Ash wood and acrylic paint 
x Dimensions: 58 x 58 x 10 
x Price: $9,200  
x All artwork is provided by Simon Breitbart Fine Arts  

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x Everything is for sale.  

Other 
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Dressing Room and Bath - 11 

Katie Raffetto Interior Design 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

I loved the idea of working on a small jewel box of a room.  I had just read an article on the Calico Wallpaper and 
thought, what a perfect application.  I wanted the room to continue to unfold as you open up the saturated closet 
with Lucite shelves.  The bathroom continues to play with blocks of color but on a more muted palette.  I wanted 
to explore the juxtaposition of the limed walls in the bathroom with the lacquered closet and plexi wall.  

Talking points 

1. The wallpaper, made in New York by a husband and wife team, is custom made for each wall application.  
They make marbleized paper that is then digitally scaled to each wall.  The pattern is then printed on 
vinyl. 

2. Wall mounting the vanity, ceiling mounting the towel bar and art as well at the tall mirror help to make 
the bath seem bigger and play up the height. 

3. These spaces are all about the finishes.  I played with the relationship of matte & glossy, saturated & 
neutral, translucent & opaque. 

Walls  

x Paint color, name & manufacturer: Closet - Benjamin Moore Peony, Trim - C2 Grout, Bath - BM Peony 
and C2 Grout 

x Wallpaper, type, name & manufacturer: Calico Wallpaper, Wabi in Bone 
x Other wall treatment: Willem Racke Studio did all the wall and ceiling finishing 

Floors  

x Carpet, name & manufacturer: Stark Carpet, Imprint in Snow 
x Rug, type & manufacturer:  
x Hardwood floor, type & stain color:  
x Other: Bathroom – Waterworks, Black Brazilian Slate 

Light Fixtures  

x Style & manufacturer: Closet – Waterworks Opus double sconce 
x Dressing Room - Hersh Design Facet Ring 
x Bathroom – Apparatus Studio Twig 1 

Art  

x Artist: Gonzalo Fuenmayor 
x Provenance: Carmen Electra, Charcoal on paper 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x Vanity (excluding faucet and drain) - $2,000 
x 32” wide x 20” deep x 24”h 
x Towel Bar - $500 
x 24” wide x 63” high 
x Art please enquire with Dolby Chadwick Gallery 

Other 
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The White Witch Study– 12 

Upper Level Study 
Ian Stallings Design 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

I used Stevie Nicks as my fantasy client for this space.  I am imagining she would write her correspondences, and 
possibly even her poetry here.  She is the “White Witch” or the “Welsh Witch”, and I hope this room inspires the 
creation of her ‘spells’ that take form in the written word.   The powerful independent woman is a key figure. 

Talking points 
1. The drawing by Daniel Samaniego spoke to me when thinking of Stevie Nicks.  He wrote that when he 

was a little boy he was always more interested in the Witch.  She seemed like an honorable, yet 
misunderstood, character to him.  She was educated, she owned her own home, and she had her own 
power.   When discussing his series “All the Witches” with me he said, “There is a lot of love in that 
drawing.”  I found his comment touching and mysterious in the same special way the poetry of Ms. Nicks 
makes me feel. 

2. The Timorous Beasties wallpaper on the ceiling appears to be directly related to the lyric,  
“Give to me your leather, take from me my lace…” The intense colors of the paper are flush with love.  

So I'm back, to the velvet underground 
Back to the floor, that I love 

To a room with some lace and paper flowers 
Back to the gypsy that I was 

3. Bringing the outside in and going back out again: The Illuminated Goddess stands tall above the city on 
the balcony reminding us to honor the natural world around us. 

Walls 

x Mark Johnson Studio’s artistically faux finished butter-cream ombre rises up the walls.  
x Timorous Beasties Wallpaper printed in the UK is on the ceiling. 

Floors 

x Stark Carpet ~ hand knotted and tufted  

Windows Treatment 

x Holly Hunt and Zak & Fox fabrics on the Roman Shades and Drapery made by Shade INC SF  

Furniture  

x Vintage Milo Baughman Desk via Almond Hertzog SF paired with Lucite and Yellow Hunt Leather chair 
via Plantation SF  

x Antique Mirrors: Custom by Heather Hilliard Design, fabricated by Aedicule; Antiqued mirror panels 
with oxidized white gold over black clay frames   

Art 

x Daniel Samaniego {America Born}drawing of ‘The Witch” from his series “All the Witches” ~ Graphite 
and Charcoal 

x David King {American Born} collection of collages from vintage paper from the “Beacon” series. 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x Everything is for sale.  
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Upstairs Loft Bar - 13 

Sullivan Design Studio 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

I chose this room because it shows how great design can happen in the most unexpected places. A wine 
bar in a busy hallway provides a moment of rest in a busy life. 

Talking points 

1. The unusual location providing an unexpected luxury in a busy hallway 

2. Bright Blue lacquered cabinetry commands presence in a small space 

3. Vintage wallcovering design and brass accents are a throwback to a time when life seemed less hectic 

Walls 

x Paint color, name & manufacturer - Benjamin Moore, Spice Gold 
x Cabinet Paint - Benjamin Moore, Blue Suede Shoes 

Wallpaper, type 

x Osborne and Little, Pasma  Ebru washable wallcovering: 
x Timorous Beasties, Colonnade Blotch, Azure on pearl 

Tile  

x Ann Sacks, Lux field pewter travertine tile 

Floors   

Windows Treatment 

Light Fixtures   

x Arteriors, Stanton pendant light 

Furniture 

x Custom cabinet  by Ralph  King Cabinets 

Art  

Are any items in your room for sale? 

x All of it at market value 

Other 
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Artful Passage – 14 

Upper Level Hall – David Duncan Livingston 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

Visitors may contact the designer for more information about this space. 
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Cloud Terrace - 15 

A Pollinator Friendly Garden – SWA, Chih-Wei G.V. Chang 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

The terrace is the highest place of the property. It’s so intimate and private, yet at the same time so connected with 
the regional landscapes. It belongs to you, cheers you up that keeps you afloat on the cloud; but it also belongs to 
butterflies, bees and hummingbirds who cohabitate with us.  It’s about the bliss to connect and share. 

Talking points 
1. SWA is the landscape architecture firm which designed the “Living Roof” of California Academy of 

Sciences. 

2. This pollinator-friendly garden is one of the examples of urban habitats. They can be beautiful, and 
ecologically functional. 

3. You can play your music through your phone on the “pono-phone” natural amplifier sculpture. 

Walls  

x Parapet purple wall collaborated with Academy of Art University School of Landscape Architecture 

Floors  

x Outdoor carpet. Pollinator-friendly May flowers of pink, purple, and blue. 

Light Fixtures  

x LED light by Claudio Ramos of ElectroLight 

Furniture 

x Bubble Armchair Produced by ConceptUrbain, Designed by OutSign 

Art  

x Pono-Phone  - Artist: Greg Roberts of C2 Studio 
x 3D Flowers – Artist: Steven Ma of Xuberance 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x Bubble Armchair (4,000 Euro/pair), Pono-Phone (900 USD), 
x Greenform Cement Planters (400-600 USD),  
x Fiberglass Planters (various), plantings (various) 
x Basically everything is for sale. 

Other 

x Designer Chih-Wei G.V. Chang holds a masters degree from Harvard University Graduate School of 
Design. 

x He practices landscape architecture internationally, and teach locally in Academy of Art University. 
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Master Bedroom/Master Bath – 16 

Artistic Designs for Living (ADL) Tineke Triggs 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

This room was inspired by the love story between David Bowie and his beautiful wife, Iman.  The aesthetic is 
clean and contemporary with geometric elements used throughout the space to create a sense of balance between 
their personalities.  The suite is envisioned as a sacred hideaway for these two special souls to unwind and 
reconnect at the end of each day. 

Talking points  

1. A sophisticated palette of black, gold and cream reflect Iman's timeless glamour  

2. The modern furnishings and angular forms speak to David's more edgy persona 

3. The mood is light and airy, inspired by the calming transformation Iman brought to David's life.  

Walls 

x Paint, Bedroom Walls: Paperclip, C2 
x Paint, Bedroom Ceiling: Summer Squall, C2   
x Wallpaper, Bathroom: Lustro in Twilight, Romo 
x Other Wall Treatment, Bedroom: Decorative Painting:  Elan Evans 

Floors 

x Bedroom Area Rug: Bedford, Crescent Rugs 
x Closet: Tabara Mirage, Rosecore (wall to wall) 
x Hardwood Floor: Grey Washed - White Oak, Custom Stain (Paradigm Custom Flooring) 
x Master Bath Tile: Mosaic Haus/ADL ,Custom  Designs 

Windows Treatment 

x Master Bedroom, Drapery Panels: Susan Lind Chastain  
x Master Bedroom Drapery Panels:  Varenne/Nimbus, Villa Nova 
x Master Bath Roman Shades: Dove, Mark Alexander Bevel 
x Master Bedroom Roman Shades: Nautilus, Hartmann and Forbes 

Light Fixtures 

x Chandelier:  Tazza, Zia Priven 
x Seating Area Lamp:  Spire Lamp, Furniture Design Solution 
x Pendants by Bed: Seed Cloud Chandelier, Ochre   

Furniture  

x Bed:  “Feel Good” Metal and Wood Frame, Flexform 
x Sofa:  “Emile” (Lana fabric), Verellen 
x Metal Chair:  Entropy Chair, Phillips Collection 
x Upholstered Chair:  Holly Hunt Leather, Coup Studio 
x Coffee Tables:  “Tambobamba Table” quarter sawn oak, Jiun Ho 
x Side Table:  “Croise Drinks Table” goatskin top table with brass legs, Scala Luxury 
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Art 

x Dolby Chadwick Gallery 
x Tom Lieber, Red Dot 
x Danae Mattes, Water Falling to Rise 

Other Pieces 

x Ateliers d’Art de France by a Valentine Herrenchmidt 
x Stained Glass Art by Theresa Buccola 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

Master Bathroom 

Buccola Stained Glass  Please inquire 

Drapery, Master Bath $ 2,655.90  

Romans Shades, Master Bath $588.90 

Tray for Bathtub $167.95 

Master Bedroom 

King Duvet, Master Bedroom $1,550.90 

King Shams $967.20 (for the set) 

King Flat Sheet $383.50 

Pillow Cases $161.20 (for the set) 

Blanket  $330.00 

Custom Lumbar Pillow (on bed)  $754.00 (for the set) 

Drapery Panels $9,537.90 (6 panels) 

Drapery Hardware $1,129.00 

Hartman & Forbes, Roman Shades  $630.00 (each) 

Custom Nightstands $6,832.54 (for the set) 

Flex Form, Bed  $7,680.00 

Baker, Cane Arm Chair $1,710.00 

Baker, Wrap Console  $4,995.00 

Coup D Etat, Italian Club Chair  $5,750.00 

Coup D Etat, Croise Drink Table  $13,740.00 

Hewn, Bench at Foot of Bed $5,070.00 

Italian Side Tables  $2,400 per table 

Jiun Ho, Coffee Tables (Set of 2)  $16,983 ($9,127 / $7,856) 

Small Polo Tray $420.50 

Large Polo Tray $472.25 

Objet d’Art Brass Serpent  $215.00 
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Cargo Box, large $295.00 

Skinny Man Sculpture $886.52 

Skinny Women Sculpture $886.52 

18 x 24 Custom Toss Pillow (on bench) $358.00 

14 x 18 Toss Pillow (on leather chair) $237.90 

18 x 24 Pillow (on Sofa) $379.60 

20 x 20 Custom Toss Pillow (on sofa) $332.15 

18 x 18 Custom Toss Pillow (on sofa) $352.63 

Floor lamp $3,510.00 

Zia Priven, Tazza Chandelier  $10,835 each 

Ochre, Seed Cloud Chandelier $6,065 each 

Area Rug $9,200.00 

Phillips Collection, Skinny Man Sculpture  $886.52 

Phillips Collection, Skinny Woman Sculpture  $886.52 

 

 
Master Bathroom Before 
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Master Bathroom Before 
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SFUHS Visual Arts Faculty - 17 

Lisa Carroll, Gale Jesi, Jennifer Kent, Matthew Scheatzle 

Lisa Carroll 

Artist’s statement 

In January I was running in a dense fog in Redwood Regional Park and stopped to take several pictures of rain 
soaked branches emerging from the mists. This began an investigation throughout the rest of the winter of places 
where trees and fog merge. By chance I began to manipulate the photos via an iPhone app. It is these manipulated 
photos that I use as the source imagery. The paintings are an expression of my experience of wonder; my 
integration with the winter forest where the place becomes more than its identity as an ecosystem. It becomes a 
portal to my imagination. I call the series, Forest Portal. 

Artwork 

x The Way In (30”x30” acrylic on clayboard) $900. 

Gale Jesi 

Talking points 
1. Gale Jesi has taught photography at SFUHS for 18 years. 

2. Her photographs are about photography. 

3. The Gallery 2 and 3 photographs are a formal study of how people see with their eyes as opposed to being 
visually literate. 

Artwork 

x The Gallery 3, Color Photograph, 20” x 30”, $850 
x The Gallery 2, Color Photograph, 20” x 30”, $850 

Artist’s contact information 

x Gale Jesi: (510) 520-1745 
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Jennifer Kent 

Talking points 

1.  These are all drawn by hand, with ink on a clay-coated board, without rulers or guides.  

2.  Each drawing takes weeks to make, and as the marks grow outward, they emerge as a form.  
 They are literally like very slow motion explosions in the way they are created, from the inside out. 

3.  See more of Jenifer’s work and her full bio at www.jeniferkent.com. 

Artist’s Bio 

Born in New Jersey in 1971, Jenifer Kent received her BFA from Rutgers University in 1994, and MFA from 
Mills College in 1999. She has exhibited in numerous Bay Area locations including The Lab & the San Jose 
Institute of Contemporary Art. Recently, Jenifer’s work was selected for inclusion in New American Paintings, 
#115 and the Drawing Discourse Exhibition of Contemporary Drawing at UNC Asheville. She illustrated Thich 
Nhat Hanh’s Moments of Mindfulness and has been awarded an Artist in Residence at Kala Art Institute and the 
Lucid Arts Foundation. Her work is in the Alameda County Arts Collection as well as numerous private 
collections. Jenifer lives and works in Petaluma, CA, and has been an Instructor of Art at San Francisco 
University High School for the past 16 years. She is represented by the Dolby Chadwick Gallery of San 
Francisco.  

Artist’s statement 

Through deliberate mark-making that is both minimalist and conceptual, flat and sculptural, I examine the 
mechanisms of time, nature, space, and sound. Using black ink on panel I draw lines that coalesce into a field or 
form whose twin can often be found in nature. The organic shapes mirror microscopic and cosmic landscapes, 
zooming in to suggest cellular structures and then out again, into hyperspace. Like nature, these drawings are 
never still. Graceful, volatile, or habitual in turns, I seek to capture perpetual movement and growth in expertly 
suspended animation. The symmetry of the work would suggest a mechanical approach using rulers and grids, but 
my drawings are done freehand, evolving organically, each according to its own cadence. Like fossils, each mark 
exists as evidence of a distinct and patient process, an incremental accumulation that requires minute attention to 
detail and leaves little room for error. But I find peace from the din of modern life in this iterative and meditative 
process. Surrounded by speed and violence, drawing is my way of slowing down and experiencing things one 
mark at a time. I am also influenced by the artistic tradition of minimalist artists such as Sol Lewitt and Agnes 
Martin.  

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x All work is for sale.  
x Meander I and Meander II, 16 x 16” each, $2100, each, ink on clayboard, 2016 

Please contact Dolby Chadwick Gallery for sales. 
info@dolbychadwickgallery.com 

210 Post Street, Suite 205 
San Francisco CA, 94108 
Phone: 415.956.3560 

More work can be seen at www.jeniferkent.com , and www.dolbychadwickgallery.com. 
  

http://www.jeniferkent.com/
mailto:info@dolbychadwickgallery.com
http://www.jeniferkent.com/
http://www.dolbychadwickgallery.com/
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Matthew Scheatzle 

Talking points 

1. A HIDDEN SURPISE IN EACH BOX!  

2. These are not portraits, traditionally speaking. 

3. Made of discarded wood bits cut, chiseled, and sanded. 

Artist’s bio 
Matthew Scheatzle has been working with reclaimed wood to create “paintings” since 2009. He runs a studio in 
West Oakland, CA where he has worked since completing an MFA.  Find more of his work at 
info@dolbychadwickgallery.com 

Artwork 

Natural Misfit 
wood, resin  (black acacia) 
h: 16” x w:16.5” x d:3.5” 
2016 

 

Blum Blüm 
wood, resin  (black acacia) 
h: 16” x w:17.5” x d:3.5” 
2016 

 

Are any items in your room for sale?  
Please contact Dolby Chadwick Gallery for sales. 

Please contact Dolby Chadwick Gallery for sales. 
info@dolbychadwickgallery.com 

210 Post Street, Suite 205 
San Francisco CA, 94108 
Phone: 415.956.3560 

Other: 

x www.matthewscheatzle.com  

  

  

mailto:info@dolbychadwickgallery.com
mailto:info@dolbychadwickgallery.com
http://www.matthewscheatzle.com/
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Sitting Room - 18 

Evars+Anderson, Nancy Evars and Dmitra Anderson 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

Evars + Anderson imagined the sitting room as a sophisticated private entertaining lounge - tucked away from the 
main living spaces.  We wanted to create a dark and moody salon with textural and organic elements. 

Talking points 

1. Walls and ceilings are a matte black Venetian plaster finish 

2. Several organic and textural elements in the room: cowhide rug, root base coffee table, lamb fur poufs, etc 

3. Sophisticated salon for intimate entertaining or date night at home 

Walls  

x Other wall treatment: Venetian plaster in black matte finish 

Floors  

x Kyle Bunting custom hide rug 

Windows Treatment  

x Roman Shades in Zoffany Sheer Lattice (90% bamboo) 

Light Fixtures  

x Ceiling: Remains Lighting California Sunburst 24” flush mount in Duquette brass 
x Floor lamp: Arteriors Stefan Floor Torchiere 

Furniture 

x Custom made curved couch in Stark fabric velvet with Samuel & Sons trim  
x Coffee table: Chista Meteor coffee table from Desousa Hughes 
x Side table: Hollt Hunt Spectacle table from Kneedler-Fauchere  
x Round table: Juin Ho Ulu table from Sloan Miyasato 
x Poufs: Lambs fur stools from HD Buttercup 

Art  

x Artist: CAMOMILE HIXON 
x Work: mixed media on canvas - from SB Fine Arts Gallery 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x All furniture available for sale - we will provide separate print out 
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Mezzanine Hall - 19 

LOLA – Lois Vinsel 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

The mezzanine level, being somewhat separated from the upper floors, seemed like an ideal place for a guest suite 
or “working” multi-purpose area for the homeowner.  I was inspired by the opportunity to create a unique, 
functional area within the grand home, in a scale relevant to today’s small-space conversation. 

Talking points 
1. Open interior and electrical in the tall cabinet allows for use of small appliances and/or customizable 

storage. 

2. A relatively large sink & counter area make it easy to brew a cup of coffee, prepare a snack or water 
indoor plants. 

3. The coat hook cubby is a convenient place to hang a cardigan, leash or yoga bag – anything that you’d 
want to store near access to the garage and backyard (exterior door). 

Walls  

x Paint color, name & manufacturer: Custom color mixed by Charles Leonard in C2 paint base. 
x Wallpaper, type, name & manufacturer: n/a 
x Other wall treatment: Marmorino plaster on walls with matte varnish. Venetian plaster on main ceiling 

with Mother of Pearl butterfly inlays.  All by Charles Leonard. 

Floors  

x Carpet, name & manufacturer: “Hatter” no. 997 by Fibreworks. 
x Rug, type & manufacturer: Felted wool by Peace Industry. 
x Hardwood floor, type & stain color: n/a 

Windows Treatment  

Light Fixtures  

x Style & manufacturer: “Silo” pendant by Note Design. 

Furniture 

x Bleached ash cabinetry with Rubio Monocoat finish by Christopher Faiss. 
x “Brittanicca” quartz counter by Cambria USA. Fabrication by True Stone. 

Art (see below) 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x “Owl and Lamp” (oil on linen over panel) by Susan Hall. 
x Circles (paint & epoxy resin on wood panel) by Kelly DeFayette. 
x Felted wool accessories by Peace Industry. 
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Year of the Monkey, Mezzanine Bathroom – 20 

Shelley & Company – Shelley Cahan & Dina Bandman 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

Often bathrooms are overlooked or quickly judged for what they are; we wanted to create “an intimate retreat 
infused with whimsical attitude, our “Year of the Monkey” Mezzanine Bath is the perfect place to indulge one's 
senses.  As the name implies, the space is symbolic of the Chinese zodiac sign – vibrant colors, opulent metals, 
and playful textures evoke eternal optimism and cheerfulness, but most importantly leave one feeling revitalized 
and refreshed." 

Talking points 
1. Custom colorway of De Gournay’s famed “Deco Monkey” 
2. Wall of Mirror- Artistic Tile “Charleston Mirror” 
3. Custom Ceiling Art by Shannon Geis Angular/ faceted forms inspired by mosaics found on the property.     

Walls 

x Custom colorway of De Gournay’s famed “Deco Monkey” 
x Mirror | Arteriors “Malin” or “Expedition” TBC 
x Shower Walls | Artistic Tile | Calacatta Gold 6x12” Tile 
x Mirrored Wall | Artistic tile | “Charleston Mirror”, Beveled | 6x12 

Floors 

x Tile Floor- Artistic Tile - “Duomo” 

Windows Treatment 

x Lead Fabric: Holland & Sherry | Whitehall Scottie 
x Trim: Samuel & Sons | #977-56157, color: 07 Royal Oak 

Light Fixtures 

x Sconces | Urban Electric | “Tilt” Sconces 
x Shower Pendant | Arteriors | “Berti” Pendant 

Furniture  

x Ironies, Inc. 
x Casimir Bedside Table Style no. 735-020 

x 30.5” W x 18.5”D x 30” H Interior has adjustable shelf 
x Wood case with cast brass base and handles 

x Shown in Cracked linen/ grey resin finish and antique brass hardware.  
x Top: Solid black natural stone 

Plumbing Fixture 

x Waterworks | “Henry” Collection 
x Kohler Toilet 

Art 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x Certainly, please contact the designer. 
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Mom’s Cave – 21 

Walk-In Closet 
Nanette Design 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

Who better than Mom to have a space to call her own? This walk-in closet became the inspiration for Mom’s time 
out. Nestled close to the children’s room, Mom can relax with a good book and cuddle up in her gorgeous Pragh 
Easy chair. Between the Osborne & Little dragonfly wallpaper and Corbin Bronze La Promenade Female statue 
from Sloan Miyasato, this is a closet you won’t want to come out of. 

Talking points 

1. Pragh Easy Chair– Circa 1950’s Denmark:  This one of a kind chair from Danish designers Madsen & 
Schubell will be the focal point of your favorite room.   

2. The  Coup Studio George bronzed or blackened steel framed Etegere can be customized to fit any design 
needs. 

3. Tom Corbin Bronze Statue:  Tom’s work appears in 22 showrooms and galleries internationally.  Tom’s 
current work is more abstract and serves as a metaphor for the human condition. The common thread 
running through his evolving style is his love of the figure as muse.     

Walls 

x Dragon Fly Wallpaper:  Osborne & Little:  Matthew Williamson #W6650-06:  

Floors 

x Carpet:  Stark carpet:  Toro Cyclone 
x Edeleman, Rosemary Hallgarten; Mongolian Long Hair Throw 

Light Fixtures 

x HEWN; Fuse, Sofia Floor Lamp #7050  

Furniture  

x Vintage Chair; Pragh Easy Chair by Madsen & Schubell.   
x Fabric; Holland & Sherry Savile Row Oliver Check Wool with leather trim 
x Etagere; Coup D’Etat; George Custom.  Shelving; Edelman;  Shagreen-Smokey  
x Drink Table; HEWN; Gary Hutton, Facet Table series 3, 4 & 5. 
x Mirror; Anthem 
x Pillow Fabric; Osborne & Little; Designer Guild #FWY2392/02, #FRC2400/08 
x Bookshelf Accessories; Anthem and Palecek  

Art 

x Corbin Bronze – Sloan Miyasato; Diva 1V, Edition 60 – Bronze black patina 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x All items are for sale. Please contact Nanette Design for pricing. 
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Two Bedheads Are Better Than One – 22 

Bedroom and Closet – Nest Design Co., Inc. 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

What could be better than a bedroom where imagination can run wild and playtime fun prevails? A shared boy 
and girl bedroom, this space urges the little ones to explore. Custom built-in beds joined at the headboard are 
upholstered for a soft feel and offer ample storage for toys. A library full of favorite bedtime stories feels right at 
home in built-in shelving and cubbies with a ladder for books out of reach. The plywood hallway and bedroom 
corner feature mountain climbing footholds that encourage adventure and play. A neutral palette accented with 
pops of pattern, navy, aqua and coral coats the sophisticated shared bedroom that’ll ensure sweet dreams. 

Talking points 
1. Custom Built-In Bed with Shared Headboard. 

2. Art by Farell Bean. 

3. Custom Walnut Waterfall Desk. 

 Walls 

x Paint:  
x Walls: C2 - Architectural White  
x Bed/Built-Ins: Benjamin Moore – Super White 

x Wallpaper: 
x Serena & Lily – Feather Wallpaper in Mustard 

Floors 

x Custom White Oak Hardwood Floors 
x Silk Kilim from Krimsa/Lambswool throws 

Windows Treatment 

x Custom Roman Shade – Contact Nest for more details 
x Drapery – White linen with Navy pom pom trim 

Light Fixtures 

x Vintage Amber Bubble Pendants by Helena Tyrell & Heinrich Gantenbrink (1960’s)  

Furniture  

x Custom-Built In Bed with upholstered headboard and drawers designed by Nest 
x Custom walnut waterfall desk  
x Rock pillows - Baboo  

Art 

x Farell Beam – Large abstract – “Out on a Limb” 
x Art from Berggruen Gallery 
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Are any items in your room for sale?  
Contact Nest direct to purchase any items. 

x Pendant (squat): $1,850 
x Pendant (tall): $1,850 
x Rock Pillows 
x Walnut Desk 
x Table Lamp 
x All Art 
x Roman Shades 
x Bedding/Pillows 
x Books and Accessories 
x Desk Chair 
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Lower Level Powder Room - 23 

Gloria Marth Interior Design 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

I was attracted to this room given it’s proximity to the garden and adjacent large garden room. The stone of the 
garden was an inspiration, as well as the bohemian and sophisticated feel that is an integral part of San Francisco 
– it seemed an easy connection imagining the powder room being used while entertaining formally, and equally 
used with casual afternoon or late night easy entertaining – in bare feet, with close friends after the main event, or 
easy night at home with good friends (the garden room as media/great family room as it has been in the past…)  

Talking points 
1. Over all bohemian/modern/sophisticated vibe 

2. The Art Work 

3. The lighting – the pendent is by McEwen lighting based in Berkeley, the sconces are from Holly Hunt 

Wallsf  

x Powder room walls: C2-957, Bramble, flat finish 
x Trim is C2-912 Smidgen, Satin finish, The Ceiling is C2- 211, Maine in Luxe gloss 
x The hallway walls: C2 -872, Barnacle, flat finish and the trim is c2-923, Woodash, Satin finish 

Floors  

x Tile floors (powder room & hallway) both by Walker Zanger.  
x Powder Room floor: Tangent Honeycomb, in Linen,  
x Slab on counter is Calcutta Gold 
x Hallway Floor: Argyle from the sterling collection 

Windows Treatment  
Type of treatment & manufacturer:  
Drapery fabric, color & manufacturer: 

Light Fixtures  

x Egg Ceiling Pendent by McEwen Lighting 
x Ombre’ sconces by Holly Hunt 

Furniture 

Art  

x Art work to be confirmed upon installation. – I will provide a full list of art work upon finalizing the 
works.  

Are any items in your room for sale?  Yes!  

x Please contact the designer regarding interest in purchasing any of the items featured here.  
x (Lighting, artwork, rug, accessories or furniture). 

Other 
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Garden Room – 24 

Banquet Room – Heather Hilliard Design, Heather Hilliard & Fleur Keyes 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

A graceful room blurring the boundary between indoor life and the outdoors, with textures and colors 
representative of the garden beyond the French doors.  The furniture placement suggests a space for informal 
entertaining; long, lively dinner parties with meals cooked over the open flame of the wood-burning fireplace, and 
days filled with children’s birthday parties, crafts and games. 

Talking points 

1. Dining Table by Chris Lehrecke. Lehrecke has an affinity for wood and delights in its natural 
irregularities, qualities often dismissed by other designers.  The subtle appreciation is evident in his 
sculptured tables with their slightly undulated surfaces.  His material selection, which might be discarded 
by others, reveals his interest in recycling natural resources.   

2. Cocktail Table by Azadeh Shladovsky – Azadeh transforms humble raw materials into a functional work 
of art. The table is constructed of stacked oak four-by-fours wrapped with nickel bands. Pared down yet 
rich, with contrasting textures, Shladovsky's piece marries of-the-moment rusticity with timeless 
refinement.  

3. Sun-kissed Walls –  Dappled sunlight.  A white wash lime finish is intended to create a subtle dappled 
sunlight effect.  The light is filtered through the olive trees outside. 

Walls 

x Base coat Benjamin Moore, Eggshell, Super White  
x Other wall treatment: Custom white wash lime finish by Philippe Grandvoinet Decorative Painting 

Floors 

x Zaina Bound Rug with 3” border, Jute, Stark Carpet  
x Brick floors painted a custom color by Philippe Grandvoinet Decorative Painting 

Windows Treatment 

x Sheer curtains, pinch pleat tacked at the top with puddle on the floor fabricated by Madina Aryeh Custom 
Sewing with J. Art Hardware   

x Drapery: Corfu linen, color white by Cowtan & Tout Fabrics 

Light Fixtures 

x Luxe Lanterns, Faux Antique Brass, Paul Ferrante; on loan through HEWN.  

Furniture  

x Sofa: Custom Heather Hilliard Design. Fabric: Pierre Frey, Croise Collobrieres, Reseda 52  
x Armchair: John Himmel 03 Lounge Chair, Handwoven Rope, color natural. Fabric: Pierre Frey, Diabolo 

Blanc  
x Dining Table: Chris Lehrecke Dining Table through Ralph Pucci, Bleached White Oak  
x Console: Custom design by HHD  
x Console Skirt: Fortuny, Sevigne,color: prune blue and green  
x Table Lamps on Console: Epoca Antiques, Pair of Murano Scavo/Corroso art glass orb-form lamps, 

possible by Cenedese, circa 1960.  
x Side Table: Lucca Skye Table, Cerused Oak  
x Table Lamp: Gregorious Pineo Duris Table Lamp  
x Side Table: Formations Roma Side Table   
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x Lamp Shade: Custom by Heather Hilliard Design  
x Coffee Table: Azadeh Shladovsky Grand Chene Table on loan through Desousa Hughes  
x Sofa Pillows: Custom by Heather Hilliard Design, Fabrics: C&C Milano, Pienza Zip; Nobilis, Rayure 

Gatsby #2; Katie Leede: Ka, Lagoon   
x Antique Mirrors: Custom by Heather Hilliard Design, fabricated by Aedicule; Antiqued mirror panels 

with oxidized white gold over black clay frames   

Art 

x TBD 
Are any items in your room for sale?  

All prices include tax:  

x Rug: 20’-7” x 13’-2” - $3,810  
x Sofa: 90”W x 36”D x 35”H - $10,488  
x Armchair: 30”W x 32”D x 25”H - $3,348  
x Dining Table: 92”L x 41”W x 29”H - $25,926   
x Console with Fortuny Skirt: 84”W x 20”D x 36”H - $5,329  
x Epoca Table Lamps w/ Shades: 9”diam x 27”H - $7,200 for pair   
x Lucca Side Table: 26” diam x 26”H - $4,420    
x GP Table Lamp w/ Shade: 14” diam x 27 ½”H base with 14”T x 20”B x 13.5”H shade - $3,329  
x Formations Side Table: 13” square x 19”H - TBD  
x Coffee Table: 54”W x 24”D x 18”H - $16,744  
x Planter with Fig Tree: 26” diam x 24”H - $975 each  
x Sofa Pillows: Ranges from $1,030 to $1,174 per pair   
x Antique Mirror: 36”W x 54”H - $4,500 each  
x Lanterns: 23”W x 23”D x 38”H - $6,237 each or $12,474 for pair  
x Firedogs: 22.5”W x 13”H x 17.5”D - $1,400   
x Copper Brackets: 22”H x 30”D x 15”D - $7,250 for set of four   
x Candlesticks: For set of 3 - TBD 
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Courtyard Gallery Garden – 25 

Patio – M V L D, Megan Van Linda 

Description of your design inspiration and why you chose this room 

Our concept for the courtyard gallery garden is inspired by the magic of the Venice Biennale, juxtaposing 
contemporary art and modern furniture with classic Italianate architecture. While bringing the flair of European 
design sensibilities to San Francisco, we also explore the dynamic between public art and private spaces, 
including the continuing evolution of urban art into fine art. 

Having peeked through the gates of this villa for years, M V L D is thrilled to have the opportunity to step inside 
this realm for the 2016 decorator showcase. While all the exterior spaces are truly extraordinary, the arched stone 
walls and stunning view portals of the courtyard captivated our imagination. Though it would be easy to elaborate 
on the classic Roman style of this garden, M V L D seized the occasion to collaborate with some of our favorite 
artists and furniture designers and delve into the avant garden. 

Talking points 

1. Custom Mural by APEXER: APEXER, aka Ricardo Richey, might not be a familiar name amongst the 
decorator showcase circle; however, he is an internationally renowned street artist who boasts a bevy of 
choice corporate clients such as Tao Group, Spotify, Puma and Redbull. Upon visiting the garden for 
designer day, M V L D was enchanted by the idea of a graffiti wall in the garden and luckily, Ricardo 
agreed to collaborate. The crystal iconography is part of his collection of iconic imagery and the color 
palette is derived from the hues of the sky and water. 

2. VOLO by SVEGLIO: Rock, Rejuvenate and Re-discover yourself in this spiral craft. M V L D is proud to 
be debuting this virtuoso piece of furniture. SVEGLIO was conceived by two brothers in Big Sur, one 
who spent several years as a product designer at Apple before exiting to  work on his own art. 

3. Custom Cafe Table and Stools by SAWN: Over the past several years, M V L D has taken great pleasure 
in collaborating with Nathan and Neela  on furniture pieces and architectural elements for innumerable 
client  projects. We jumped out of the box with this chunky, crystal-energized and sculpturesque table.  

4. IRONIES Una Table: Perennial showcase talent, IRONIES, generously offered M V L D this stunning 
table from their most recent collection. Regular showcase attendees will be familiar with IRONIES from 
the many  rooms they have executed and infused over the years.  

5. Plants: We enriched the existing landscape of a statuesque olive tree, mature boxwood hedges and 
abundant roses by introducing a bold graphic plant palette that lends itself to our Mediterranean climate. 
Plant species include: Chamerops humilis (Mediterranean fan palm),  Chamerops humilis Var. Argentea 
(Blue Mediterranean fan palm), Cycas  revoluta (Asago palm), Agave attenuate 'kara's stripes', Agave  
attenuate 'blue nova’ and synthetic turf by ONELAWN.. 

 

Are any items in your room for sale?  

x Everything is for sale! Art, furniture, mirror and plants. 
 


